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Notes
The purpose of criteria working group meetings are to go over the specific criteria in detail with
the goal of identifying questions to take back to the international organization; identifying criteria
which need to further strengthening; identifying areas for improvement; and identifying areas
which may be problematic to implement. To facilitate note taking on these goals we will look at
each criterion and assess:
A. No change
B. Yes this specific change
C. Yes need more discussion/question to international org
D. Add criteria, is this a guideline or imperative criteria?
Criterion 1. Information about the Blue Flag Program must be displayed.
A. No Change
Criterion 2. Environmental education activities must be offered and promoted to beach users.
B. Yes, include specific wording to address sponsorship of activities and whether or not donations are
allowed.
Many programs are run in conjunction with or by other partners. It should be made clear to the
applicant whether programs which are financially sponsored by an outside source or are free but ask for
contributions to continue programs count.
Criterion 3. Information about bathing water quality must be displayed.
C. Yes, follow-up with international organization about digital display of water quality data in addition to
or instead of physical posting; and only posting when water quality is below the Blue Flag requirement
(or some other more stringent, locally determined, threshold).
Since we will be requiring beaches test for Entero once a week (as opposed to the international criteria
of once a month), and many beaches test more frequently than that, physically updating water quality
reports on a display board may strain staff capacity. Testers, health department or community
organization staff are often not the ones who would be updating these boards. For communities that
test multiple times a week, the requirement to physically update a board would disincentive frequent
testing. And if the requirement was to only post to a board occasionally, it would give users the false
impression that testing wasn’t happening as regularly as it was.

Proposed change: testing information will be publicly available online and the display will inlcude a qr
codes link) directing visitors to water quality websites.? When water quality is below the Blue Flag
requirement (or some other more stringent, locally determined, threshold) the beach operator will
immediately post to the board.
National Operator staff will engage in a conversation on this topic with the international Blue Flag staff
and bring recommendations back to the working group.
Criterion 4. Information relating to local ecosystems, environmental elements, and cultural sites must
be displayed.
A. No Change
Should we define or list for applicants what sites fall into each category?
No, leaving language vague allows for different communities to present their own unique sites and
allows for a greater variety of site types.
Should this criterion have a number associated with it like the activities?
No, every beach is different which makes this harder to control for than activities.
Criterion 5. A map of the beach indicating different facilities must be displayed.
A. No Change, but would like to know if the map can be digital.
At least one physical map should be included on the Blue Flag Information Board (see appendix A for
examples). Other maps can be in brochure or digital format.
Criterion 6. A code of conduct that reflects appropriate laws and or regulations governing the use of
the beach and surrounding areas must be displayed.
A. No Change

Next Steps
Notes will be sent out via email and made available on the Blue Flag in the US website. Written
comments on the above notes will be accepted through November 20.
National Operator staff will circulate proposed criteria changes by December 4 for working group
review. If necessary, another meeting will be held for review and acceptance of the criteria by the
working group at a time convenient to most stakeholders.

Appendix A: Blue Flag Information Board Examples

Figure 1 Canadian BF Board Front

Figure 2 Canadian BF Board Back

Appendix B – NWF Comments
“Each beach must have at least one Blue Flag information and education board in place, containing all
the information required by the criteria listed below. For long beaches it is recommended that more
than one Blue Flag information and education boards are installed (approximately one every 500
metres). “
I just highlight this because this is a great place to educate people about issues as well as opportunities
and events – may be that this is already the case but if designated as such it would put front of mind.

“Blue Flag beaches could promote the Green Key Programme as another eco-label run by FEE …”
Here in the United States we run two other FEE programs – Eco-Schools USA and Learning About Forests
or LEAF (as a pathway of Eco-Schools). Since we don’t run Green Key – maybe we could highlight EcoSchools?

“Such activities must also be publicized on the Blue Flag information board, but could also be
publicized in other areas in the beach area, in local centers, in newspapers and other media.”
Social media is key here. Many communities now have local Neighborhood platforms. Schools are also a
great way to get information out.
Information relating to local eco-systems, environmental elements, and cultural sites must be
displayed.
Add endangered wildlife to this criterion along with local ecosystems and sensitive areas.

